”I am now completely convinced that the GP within the
NHS will have no enjoyable or creative future until the
arts led "libraries and health“ partnership work is
understood, valued and firmly supported in every
possible way by both GPs and Librarians across the whole
of the UK”
Dr Malcolm Rigler NHS GP & Member CILIP Health Group.

WE NEED A TRANSORMATION OF
BOTH GP PRACTICE AND THE
COMMUNITY LIBRARY SERVICE

Dr Malcolm Rigler FRSPH
Member of CILIP Health Group
http://librariesandhealth.com/

Design for the
future

H.A.L
Health Arts Libraries
The Health/Art/Libraries (HAL) project
was founded in 2015 by GP Dr Malcolm
Rigler and Liverpool Artists John Campbell
and Moira Kenny: THE SOUND AGENTS.
The aim of the project is to design and
deliver a series of Arts Projects, Events,
Publications, Workshops and Training
Sessions to offer help to patients and
carers in their search for information and
understanding about health, social care
and life changes from 0 to
100 years working along the theme of
"Libraries on Prescription"

Sir Kenneth Calman
Chair of the National Library of Scotland
one-time, Chief Medical Officer, London

"Information, fully understood, is a key part of care. Patients
need such help to give clear consent to treatment and
investigation. This project enables patients and families to
grasp the essence of the issues and play a full part in the
decision making process"

Carcassonne
Castle France

At this castle in France - a heritage
building - visitors are asked which
language they would like
the visitor guide to be set to

COMPUTER ASSISTED DIAGNOSIS
"Person Centred Epidemiology Practice"

Libraries need to be the centre
for computer assisted learning for
patients and carers once the doctor has
given a "prescription for learning"
ONLY computers can offer learning
opportunities in any language.
This offer of learning opportunities can
only be offered in Libraries which may be
converted High Street Shops such as
previously occupied by Woolworths or
ICELAND or BHS

Collaborations: NHS, Public Libraries, Artists

“Public Librarians have an important part to play in
the role of health. People trust us and we have the
capacity to give more time to patients seeking
information than a hard-pressed doctor on tight
timescales. Moreover, this initiative could place
further ammunition for advocates of the sector to
demonstrate their importance to decision-makers“
Ian Anstice, Editor of Public Libraries News

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
http://www.evertonhealthandwellbeing.com/
prof-john-ashton.php

A brief history of The Rise of the
Medical Profession

Before the emergence of The Medical
Profession sick people would turn to:
The Wise woman
The midwife
The bone setter
The apothecary / The Pharmacist
The cathedral dispensary - useful herbs
The "Quack"
The housewife was expected to know a
lot about ways to keep family members
well
Propolis was very expensive and used by
Royalty Physicians
The Physician

The creation of the NHS General Practitioner Service in England since 1948
NHS changes over time
A very brief history

The First Medical Officer of Health : Dr Duncan

By 1948 Doctors working in densely packed urban areas
were committed to their patients, were running GP
practices but often found that their patients had no
money to pay for their services.
Some employed debt collectors some lived in
poverty committed to helping the sick but constantly
struggling to make ends meet.

What do we need today?

In 2017 we have arrived at just
such a point in the development
of medical / health practice
whereby we need a new kind of
"medical officer of
health" devoted not
to infectious diseases but to our
modern epidemics of loneliness,
obesity, dementia, heart disease
and community development.

What’s the story?

• Many stories could be told of GPs offering poor rooms, poor
equipment, low staff wages to boost their own income.
• Government decided to offer GPs more money if
they looked after a patient list with more patients. This led to
GP practices deriding the nearby GP practice as being poor
doctors if patients joined their own "list".
• Neighbouring practices were known as "the opposition" so
that the idea of doctors taking an interest in the health needs
of all the pregnant women or all the men with low income in
any district became impossible because that would mean
sharing information about patients with "the opposition".
• With some exceptions such as Dr William Pickles,
epidemiology undertaken by GPs became impossible

30 YEARS
MEMORABLE
INITIATIVES
• Health-call Millions of phone calls
• BMA books and leaflets
• Books on prescription
• Chat centers in pharmacies
• Poole Library Health Point
• Universal Health Offer Chief Librarian

• DIPEX – HEALTH TALK
• Links with Heritage services at Carcassonne

MAKING THE CASE

“ We need a huge and sustained
educational project and
programme” Dr John Macdonald,
Bristol University Dept. of Education
Occasional Paper No64 ; RCGP

The Health Arts Libraries project should be developed
by community arts workers, libraries and adult and
community education people, faith communities, mutual
help groups both in the places where people live and
online communities.
'I see the most creative future for everyone involved in "arts and
health" lies in the emerging "libraries and health" partnership
developments that are now taking shape. In fact I am
now completely convinced that the GP within the NHS has no
enjoyable or creative future until the arts led "libraries and
health" partnership work is understood, valued and firmly
supported in every possible way by both GPs and
Librarians across the whole of the UK.
Community Arts people are in a very strong position to lead
this much needed transformation of both GP practice and the
Community Library Service'

Art offers us language to articulate and enhance
human experience in ways that are outside of the
traditional practice of medical science…

Food for thought

‘Factors which make for health are concerned with
a sense of personal and social identity, human
worth, communication, participation, celebration
and responsibility. The language of science alone is
insufficient to describe health, the language of
story, myth and poetry also disclose its truth’.
(Michael Wilson, Health is for the People, 1975:
59 – 60)
‘If the arts are about adaptation, understanding
and acceptance, then the arts may be more potent
than anything medicine has to offer’
(Dr Richard Smith former Editor BMJ)

Arts Council England (ACE) should work with Local Govt in
particular Town Councils and Faith Communities in Partnership
with GP’s and The Public Library Service. ACE is the
development agency for libraries in England.
“Our focus is on public libraries, which operate within a wider
framework of library provision and local and national
government services”.

Educational Project
and Programme

National Portfolio Organisations
The annual £409m funding for the national portfolio will
consist of £338m in Grant-in-Aid funding from Government,
and £71m from the National Lottery, with significantly more
NPOs receiving their annual funding from Lottery.
66 museums (making 72 agreements with ACE) and seven
libraries join the portfolio

“We’ve also included libraries producing high-quality cultural
programmes. Working together these organisations will inspire
a broader range of young people and audiences across England
than ever before, It’s going to disrupt, it’s going to challenge,
it’s going to change people’s lives.” Sir Nicholas Serota, ACE’s
Chair

“My life changed the day I walked into the library”
Brian Ashley, Libraries Director, ACE

The power of the library to change a life is so well
documented that it can almost be taken for
granted, but those whose lives have been
changed never forget the lifeline that was offered.
The recovering alcoholic, the budding writer, the
fearful agoraphobic, the unemployed miner, the
entrepreneur with an idea, the isolated single
mother, the recently diagnosed cancer patient,
and the musician in search of an orchestra.

“I believe that the return on this investment in our
libraries will be felt in years to come”
This ACE fund means that library services, along with
their partners, will be able to apply for between
£50,000 and £250,000 to deliver projects that
provide local people with opportunities.

Coming soon
Public libraries working with
GP’s
• Nailsea Place
• Salutogensis
• The Great Good Place: Cafes, Coffee Shops,
Bookstores, Bars, Hair Salons, and Other
Hangouts at the Heart of a Community: Cafes,
Coffee Shops, ... Other Hangouts at the Heart of
a Community Get you through the day

Salutogenesis
It is 25 years since the American-Israeli
medical sociologist, Antonovsky
introduced the salutogenic framework to
the scientific world. According to
Antonovsky’s original idea it was more
important to focus on peoples’ resources
and capacity to create health than the
classic focus on risks, ill health, and
disease.
The key elements in the salutogenic
development are, firstly, the orientation
towards problem solving and, secondly,
the capacity to use the resources
available. Over the years the
salutogenesis has become an established
concept in public health and health
promotion. Bengt Lindström, Monica
Eriksson, BMJ, Volume 59 Issue 6

Green Light Pharmacies
“At Green Light Pharmacies, the Pharmacist
speaks to every patient and helps them to find
the information they need on the internet
but as yet they are not working with the local
library”

Pharmacist, Bromley by Bow London

Health
professionals
MUST work with
colleagues
who have a
background in
education and
information

Social Capital originating in a
quality relationship around
the communication of health.

“As the moral philosopher Peter Baelz observed, To stress the
importance of a vision of a health society is to set health in the
context of culture and to relate it to human values.
Health Education is never simply the imparting of information of
one who knows to one who does not know. It is a communication
of insights, shared exploration of a shared humanity, a venture of
persons in the making”.
Arts Development in Community Life: A Social Tonic. © Mike
White 2009

“The major theme of Health Education is prevention.
However since a person’s health is inextricably linked to the
quality of life, the primary aim of health education and
promotion should be to create”
Health: The foundations for achievement, David Seedhouse

Health Education,
a philosopher's view
" Health education is an aspect of a human
and humane education, the discovery of
what we already are in the light of what
nature, history and culture have made us,
and the exploration of what we may
become in the light of a vision of the true,
the beautiful and the good “
Prof. Peter Baelz: Professor of Moral Theology Oxford
University in Health Education: Perspectives and Choices
edited by Ian Sutherland.

